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To all whom it may concern: ’ , 

Be it known that I,‘ HENRY G. LEONARD, 
of 'Covington, ‘in the county of Kenton and 
State of Kentucky, have invented a new and 
Improved Spinning-Machine, of which the 
following is'a full, clear, and exact descrip 
tion. ~ 

rials for the manufacture of rope or cords, or 
other manufactures produced by'twisting or 
spinning, in as many strands as‘ are required. 
The machine may twist from a smaller ma 
chine or from bobbins set in a rack. . 
Reference is to be had to the accompanying ‘ 

drawings, forming a part‘of this speci?cation, 
.in which similar letters of referencejindieate 
corresponding parts’in‘all the ?gures. : 
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Figure 1 is a vertical section of the machine. 
Fig. 2 is a longitudinal section of y the revolv 
ing frame,.and Fig. .3 is a transverse section of 
the said frame. 
A is an oblong frame supported for revolu- ' 

tion on its longer axis by hollow axles B B’ on 
a ?xed frame. The frame A carries the mech 
anism next described. ~ 
0 C’ are gear-wheels supported for revolu 

tion by sleeves D D’, ?xed on the sides of frame 
A. A pin, d,.connected to the lever E, piv~ 
oted to the frame A, passes through the sleeve 
D’, and is provided with a head on its end, 
which head enters a recess in the hub of ‘the 
wheelO’, and is held therein by a plate, (2’, 
secured to the ‘said hub by screws. The two 
wheels 0 G’ carry the bobbin E, which has 
squared centers ?tted in recesses in the wheels, 

‘ . whereby the bobbin can be removed and an 
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other substituted by moving the wheel 0’ out~~ 
ward by means of lever E. . 
G is a short shaft supported by bearings at 

H, and‘ provided with a small gear-wheel, I, 
engaging the wheel 0, and ‘also provided with 
a bevel-pinion, J, which engages a similar pin~ 
ion on shaft K, passing through the ‘ hollow 
axle B’. . 

'On the shaft K is a brake-wheel, L, in con 
nection with which a brake is ?tted on a lever, 
M, that is connected to an arm,_n, on the end 
of the treadle-bar N, the treadle 0 of which is 
placed in a convenient position for, operation. 
P l?’ are two shafts supported at one end of 

This machine ‘is intended for use for spin-7 
ning and twisting all kinds of ?brous mate 

frame A, one above the other, and parallel to the 
bobbintaxis by pivoted plates B. These shafts 
P l?’ are provided with gear-wheels q g’, which 
‘are in gear with each other at all times, vand 
either one of which may be moved into gear 
with the wheel 0’. The upper shaft, P, is 
screw~threaded, and upon it is a nut, S, pro 
vided with two small grooved rollers, T, be— 
tween which the spun material passes. . 
U U’ are plates having curved arms ?tted 

to slide on shaft 1?’, and connected by bars at», 
so that they are retained one at the outer ‘side 
of one wheel, 0, and the other at the outer 
side of the other wheel, 0’. ‘ . 
On wheels 0 C’ are lugs or tappets V V’ for 

striking the arms of plates U U" to shift the 
gearing q q’. The plates U U’ are also pro‘ 
vided with right-angled lugs ff’, projecting 
behind the gears q q’. ‘ 
On frame A are small delivery-rollers W at 

the end of the axle B, and upon the other axle, 
B’, is a pulley, X, for a belt from a prime mover 
by which the frame A is revolved. 
In operation, the frame A being in motion, 

the wheels 0 C’ and bobbin are put in revolu 
tion by pressing the‘ treadle O and thereby 
stoppingthe shaft K. Since so long as the 
shaft K is allowed to revolve, the bevel-wheel 
J will travel around with the ‘bevel-wheel on 
the said shaft K without turning ‘on its own . 
axis, the wheels 0 C’ and the bobbin F will 
not be rotated; but as soon as shaft K is stopped 
the bevel~wheel J is caused to rotate by its en 
gagement with the stationary bevel-wheel on 
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the shaft K, and through the gear-wheel I the ’ 
wheels 0 C’ and the bobbin F are caused to re 
volve, and the screw~shaft P is set in motion 
by engagement of the‘wheel q with wheel 0’, 

' and the nut S thus caused to traverse the frame 
and lay the spunmaterial on the bobbin regu 
larly. \Vhen the nut approaches the end of 
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its movement it strikes lug f’ of the plate U’ I, 
and moves both the plates, bringing the plate ' 
U at the opposite side close to wheel 0 in po 

‘ sition for being moved by the tappet V on the 
wheel 0, which movement‘rocks the pivoted 
plates It, throwing the wheel q out of and the 
other wheel, q’, in gear with wheel 0’, so that 
the direction‘ of revolution of screw-shaft I’ 
being thus changed the nut S is caused to trav 
erse in the opposite direction. The same re 
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versal takes place at the end of each traverse, I frame A, provided with the hollow axle B’, 30 
so that an automatic feed of the spun material 
is obtained. , I - 

Friction or other suitable devices are to be 
attached to the frame andcaused to engage 
with one of the plates B, so as to hold the 
same in the position to which it has been 

" moved until it’is forced out by one of the tap 
pets. . 

Having thus described my invention, I claim 
as new and desire to secure by Letters 1’atent— 

1. The combination, with the frame A and 
means for revolving the same, of the wheels 

' G C’, journaled therein, the bobbin F, held be 
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tween the said wheels, the loosely-revolving 
shaft K, provided with a beve1—wheel at its 
end, the shaft G, provided with the gear 
wheels I J, and means for stopping the shaft 
K, whereby rotation of said frame and bobbin 
is effected, or the rotation of said bobbin ar 
rested without interfering with the rotation of 
said frame, substantially as herein shown and 
described. 

2. _The combination, with the frame A and 
sleeves D D’, of the wheels 0 C’, the bobbin 
F, the clutch-pin d, the lever E, and means 
for operating said wheels and bobbin, sub 
stantially as herein shown and described. 

3. The combination, with the revolving 

the wheels 0 O’, journaled in' said frame, and 
the bobbin F, held between said wheels, of the 
shaft K, working loosely in said hollow axle, 
and provided with a bevel-wheel on its end, 
and the brake-wheel L, the shaft G, provided 3 5 
with the gear~whcels I J, and the brake-lever 
M, whereby when the said frame is rotated 
rotation of the bobbin on its own axis is either 
effected or arrested at the pleasure of the op 
erato'r, substantially as herein shown and de- 40 
scribed. 

4. The combination, with the frame A and 
the Wheels 0 C’, of the shafts P P’, the upper 
one of which is screw-threaded, gears q q’, the 
nut S, the rollers T, the plates U U’, provided 4.5 
with lugs f f’, and means for operating the 
wheels G O’, substantially as and for the pur 
pose set forth. 7 , ~ 

5. The plates U U’, wheels 0 0’, provided 
with pins V V’, pivoted plates R, shafts P P’, 50 
gearing q q’, traversing-nut S, and means for 
operating wheels 0 O’, substantially as de 
scribed, combined for operation, as speci?ed. 

HENRY CLAY LEONARD.‘ 

“Witnesses: ' ' 

R. H. GRAY, 
GEORGE E. ARNOLD. 


